ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
With the constantly growing mobile-subscriber base, existence of a vast variety of handsets and market-value of Value Added Services, the mobile industry has long felt the importance of providing content to the user that they actually want and that is the most appropriate to the device they have. The mobile devices, as compared to the usual PC systems, have smaller screens, limited primary and secondary memories and a limited computing power. To add to the complexity is the wireless bandwidth which is quite less as compared to its wired counterpart. On the other hand, android making an impressive impact amongst the early adopter consumers is ensuring mass market success precisely due to "The Cost Factor with Appealing Entertainment Experience" [1] . However, one challenge has remained i.e., the variety of content that end-user is interested in and in a form of his interest [2] . The content ranges from as trivial, static and small as ring-tones, mobile-applications to as novel, dynamic and huge as actual web-pages, content-feeds, multimedia content and streaming videos. Addressing these constraints not only requires efficient and systematic content management at the client, but also demands for an intelligent, efficient and most justified delivery of the same as shown in fig 1.
Figure 1: Digital Content Delivery Model
In this paper, we propose novel software architecture on Android to address above seen limitations. The architecture tends to be futuristic by using a "Module Interconnection Architecture" design which provides the required flexibility to add new features like Video Voice Call. Ex: This can be achieved with slight extension in Content Management Framework. This paper also provides different architectural views like "Meta Architecture", "Conceptual View", "Logical View" to stimulate further research in this direction. In an attempt to demonstrate the evaluation of this architecture, we have demonstrated few common user scenarios along with implementation guidelines like MSC (Message State Chart). In an effort to aid designers considering this architecture as reference, this paper also suggests few design pattern methodologies which is best suited for the implementation to ensure robustness and acceptable performance in the end product developed.
DESIGN APPROACH
In this paper, we envision to provide "The Big Picture" of the content management system extending android. We detail few aspects of content classification, IPTV terminologies and architecture aspects of Android. A literature survey on content management reveals content classification methods for handheld devices can be based on a number of factors ranging from size to format of codecs to pricing-model to DRM applied and so on. However, early investigations suggest best practices in content classification to be based on a combination of two significant factors. Firstly, the subscriber-segment the data addresses. Every kind of data is not meant for everyone. Secondly, the kind of transformation the content may require for efficient and logical delivery. In view of this, we propose the classification of content into four categories: Trivial static web-pages, Text-based Information Rich Content (like RSS), Multimedia content playback and Multimedia content delivered over network As most VAS will be delivered over network, this paper primarily focuses on the last category. Our VAS Content Management Framework deals with Content Reception, Content Adaptation and transforming the content to user desired format. Also, services like IPTV, ESG based on well accepted and proven standards like DVB-H, we have defined IPTV framework with components addressing issues like data acquisition, transcoding and so on to ensure robust media management. On other hand, android is based upon an opaque IPC model. Applications, Services expose to the system their functionalities, and at runtime, other applications can request these functionalities. Essentially, the platform provides a managed and secured late code binding. This model is specifically useful in the interaction between our software platform and Application Services Framework within Application framework on Android to ensure easier portability. The associated software architecture is proposed in the section 3 along with the brief description of the software modules.
PROPOSED CONTENT MANAGEMENT PLATFORM ON ANDROID
Literature survey indicates the following critical factor to be considered while offering VAS in mobile devices [3] . As voice revenues decrease, MNOs are increasing and looking towards data and Value Added Services for increased revenue and as a key differentiator. Following are key factors that operators are considering while offering VAS to end consumers.
User Experience: A compelling user experience is the key to increasing the usage of VAS.
Personalization: Allowing the user to personalize the service increases usage. Location Based Services: Understanding where the user is located can allow for increased personalization, meaning, and usage. Some services are only effective when location-aware. Cost / Payment Methods: Premium SMS, pre-paid and post-paid will be supplemented with advertisement supported and opt-in (giving up personal information). Business Model (Carrier): The carriers will drive low prices / margins from the VAS providers -too much competition from other providers and too few carriers. Business Model (Content Providers): Another model is to go after the various content providers (Times of India, etc.) and bring them a new channel for their content. Mobile operators tend to offer a wide spectrum of data applications. These can be divided into categories reflecting their nature of being communication-centric, transaction-centric or contentcentric. Communication-centric applications mainly cover person-to-person communications over mobile networks. Transaction-centric applications cover financial and monetary transactions over mobile networks. Content-centric applications cover the delivery of content over mobile networks. In line with the objectives of defining the Mobile Content Framework principally covers content-centric services and applications. The Content includes vast, rich catalogue of static and dynamic content for all types of mobile content applications, including content for music, news, games, sports and more. Considering these key essential factors for a content management platform, we propose a software platform as shown in The rationale of the android platform is "breaking down the barriers to building new and innovative services and applications", particularly in the field of content management and peerto-peer networks. Technologies like IPTV have specifications in order to support rich multimedia content in a very expressive manner on complex communications. It allows us to give semantics to the communication without taking into account the message content and the underlying platform. Moreover, a software platform like android allows us to build both simple interaction (i.e. request-response) and more complex ones (i.e. services and binder interaction useful for providing service in a client-server fashion) [4, 5] . Hence, leveraging the flexibility offered by DVB-SH standard for IPTV services, with the power of the ANDROID platform, in our opinion, brings a strong value in the development of innovative applications based on content management and peer-to-peer paradigm. Furthermore, it is worth to mention a very important feature of Android: the application process's lifetime is not directly controlled by the application itself. As a matter of fact it is determined by the system by analyzing what parts of the application the system knows are running, how important they are for the user and how much total memory is still available. This is particularly important for our Content Abstraction Layer API (CALPI) which interacts with IPTV, VAS and Packet Video Multimedia framework of android and the Android Services framework to decide on the resources to be allocated for a particular application. With such interesting features offered by Android and exciting features of IPTV, the design of the proposed software platform (as shown in fig. 3 ) intensively focuses on extendibility, security and efficient content delivery as three key parameters impacting the overall system the most.
VAS Content Management Framework
This framework is responsible for providing the middleware functionalities like establishing the session, notifying about events and detection of new service like Weather Stock updates and so on. It supports both "push-model" and "pull-model" to handle the content with the CALPI . Fig 4 and Fig 5 shows the working execution model of various components constituting the VAS content management framework.
• Ex (push-model): On detection of update in existing service channel (s) a notification screen should be shown on UI with options to select/deselect the feature. Ex: A Remind on a particular program may be triggered from this framework to the application. In this case this framework triggers a push notification to the application. Another use-case could be Dynamic update of content like Stocks, Weather and so on.
• Ex (pull-model): Upon selecting the respective menu (Say ESG Menu), the contents of channel/program information should be shown to the user. This case the application triggers a pull for data from this framework.
Event Handler (EH):
is responsible for handling events in the system. It handles both internal and external events.
• Contains a priority queue to ensure all the simultaneous events are captured. Upon receiving any event the corresponding components registering for the event will receive a notification.
• A Mediator pattern may be used. Use Case: An event of low battery then irrespective of component all the components will be intimated about the event. Ex: All application generated/ internally generated events like alarm are routed to CAPLI which decides which UI screen to display. All the system generated events are either processed within the service layer or the critical events are alerted directly to the CAPLI with highest priority.
Security Manager (SM):
To enable security, the Security Manager gets interfaced with the system state controller for providing user authentication, data encryption and authentication.
Content Receiver Manager (CRM):
This component is primarily responsible for downloading the content, accessing the content from the specified location and storing in persistent storage.
• An observer pattern may be used with this as source. Use Case: It interacts with the underlying System Services Layer to establish the transport data connection (Ex: HTTP) and start receiving the data (Ex: in the form of XML or RSS feed). Upon successful completion, a notification will be generated to the Content adapter indicating the data is ready. This component will need to register for the hardware found event with EH to start triggering the download of data to the storage medium.
Figure 4: Execution Architecture on detecting new VAS Client
Content Adapter (CA): is responsible for providing the requested data to the CALPI and the ASF.
• An observer behaviour pattern can be used to get the notifications from the CRM. Within the implementation, a bridge or decorator pattern can be used to map the interfaces with the CALPI layer. Use Case: However, in case of dynamic update like stock information, the application can also request CALPI to get the data. CAPLI being a Command behaviour pattern will automatically get the update of the requested data event.
Session Manager (SM): maintains information pertaining to currently available and next sessions. Initially it finds out the location of hierarchy file for selected IP platform and gets details of services available on the IP Platform. It regularly checks for any updates to the details of the sessions.
System State Controller (SSC):
is the heart of this framework maintaining the overall state machine of the system.
• Any events received from the IPTV framework/underlying layers will be sent to respective components depending on current state of the system. • A mediator pattern can be used to forward the event to respective module to handle the same. Use Case: A power-off should trigger all modules irrespective of system state to exit gracefully as it's a system event.
• A Fly weight design pattern to implement this module. An access control list is a concept to enforce privilege separation i.e. to determine appropriate access rights to given resource depending on the source identification.
Use Case: When the IPTV App starts up (say Child lock feature in Media Guide), the user is automatically requested to authenticate himself by choosing the desired level of security. If authentication fails, the user is informed of the result and the application exits. With Security Manager, user identity is established and encryption on the audio and video streams can be performed with the defined software modules and according to the user's security level preference. The SM module provides a facility that could be integrated within a DRM Agent. 
IPTV Framework
An electronic service guide (ESG) is an on-screen guide to schedule broadcast television programs, typically with functions allowing a viewer to navigate, select, record, remind, and discover content by time, title, channel, genre and so on. ESG also provides acquisition information, which is needed for rendering live streaming services and downloading broadcast services [6, 7] . IPTV framework is responsible for providing all the middleware functionalities mentioned above to the Application Services Framework. It is composed of the following modules described below ESG Engine: This module will maintain all up-to-date ESG (in XML format) information. ESG engine tracks the version information of the ESG files and whenever an update is found, it will initiate for a download. A persistent storage mechanism will be used to store ESG information. It is also responsible to maintain information related to:
• Available Services, their schedule and related content • Service Provisioning information for purchasing an individual or bundled services.
• Service Acquisition related information to access the service. It also contains XML Parser to parse ESG files and extract information as per XML Schema given as per the Operator specification.
User Profile Manager (UPM):
UPM is responsible for storing and retrieving user profile information in the setup table of persistent storage. UPM is also responsible to update the rating of each programmes list stored in content table in case the user profile is modified. Service Engine (SE): is responsible for IPTV Service Detection and configuration. When the application starts, it first creates Service manager which in-turn creates other modules of the middleware. Service Manager is responsible for getting the details of the platforms available.
Real Time Clock Component (RTC)
• Provide interface to application for displaying Service List (Program channel List).
• Upon service selection, it requests SDP from ESG Engine and parses it and sends it to Multi Media Framework for playback. The information includes format of a/v data, configuration data to initialize decoders, IP channel details and so on. The Service Controller (SC) component within SE engine shall work upon the service context block for the call to determine the list of active services, current active service and the trigger received etc. to determine whether it is a new service or not. If it is a new service, then it shall check to see the action taken based on the list of the active services. It shall indicate one of the actions below:
• New service not allowed.
• New service is queued till existing service is terminated.
• New service is allowed to be executed, with certain additional information.
Application Services Framework
Content Manager (CM): This module has the interface implementation for accessing and managing contents. For content specific functionality, respective components in the IPTV framework will be invoked. This module also keeps track of interface for various content providers and aggregators.
Setup Manager (SEM):
This component is mainly responsible for the hand-shaking mechanism with the Host Abstraction Interface Layer (HAPI) to the requested hardware device. Upon success, the HAPI generates a notification to the event handler which in-turn passes back to the Setup Manager itself for further actions. If EH is implemented using a Chain of Responsibility design pattern then this event notification will be handled by the Content Receiver Manager. If EH is implemented using Command pattern internally with Composite pattern then a separate request should be triggered within the composite class implementation to trigger the download to CRM. In any case, upon success of the hand-shaking mechanism, the CRM will be notified and a content download will start.
Content Aggregator (CA):
The main responsibility of content aggregator is to gather the content from various sources and aggregate the various input. Whenever it receives a request from an application like A/V editor, the content from various sources is received from VAS, IPTV framework will be transformed to the form expected by the user. It interacts with CALPI to cater to application services
USECASE SCENARIOS -IPTV SERVICES ON ANDROID

Push Model -Dynamic update of Stocks/Weather onto ESG
In order to demonstrate various content management services, we have created the test bed to simulate our architecture. If the user has set a periodic update of information about stock, weather and other value added services on his device, typically as shown in fig 7, the content receiver manager will be invoked to push the updated data onto the UI. The use case was simulated to verify on Android based device. We have performed an experiment implementing our architecture on ARM based hand held device running on Android. The objective of our software platform is to deliver converged services of IPTV on android based hand held devices. Our architecture augments that significantly by adding personalized IPTV services onto IPTV framework. Being such a modular and easily portable architecture encompassing VAS content management, IPTV and ASF will almost certainly result in multiple vendors. 2. An event of the analyzed scenario is registered. 3. At 8:00, the registered events (Content Framework) are triggered.
Android Based Devices
4. When an execution command is delivered from content framework, it finds a service in Common Description Repository and requests it's execution to an appropriate s/w module. 5. Content framework parses a command transmitted from and requests it's execution. 6. The content framework device notifies its status changes as a result of the execution. 7. Content Framework notifies that it has received the content from the specific network server and parses the XML based content. As the status is changed, the next event which triggers an automatic change of the personalized picture frames.
Pull Model -User Selects ESG Menu on Android
If a user wants to watch a list of programmes that will be broadcasted in next week, then on selecting ESG guide, following are the sequence of actions triggered in the system. 
IPTV Content with DRM
Digital Rights Management (DRM) [8] is to enable distribution and consumption of the digital content in a controlled manner. Using DRM on Android will help the user in preventing unauthorized users from accessing the shared contents. For instance, if the user wants the share the media file to another android device, the user selects the particular file from the media gallery on the client and the client sends the image captured by the device to other application.
To prevent this content from being accessed by any others than the intended user and this is encrypted by a forward delivery feature of DRM. The security manager of VAS content framework handles this feature efficiently.
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE: CONTENT PROVIDERS PERSPECTIVE
A user can select and view a desired program in Electronic Service Guide (ESG) for programs that are distributed live according to a time schedule. In existing broadcasting systems, the service information (SI) created by content provider (broadcast station) are collected at Service providers' SI Collection and Delivery Center. Service provider adds the ESG data and subsequently the content is returned to each broadcast station and distributed as ESG data. In this method, service provider requires a function that can compile SI of each content provider and distribute them to a user (terminal) as an ESG data. Unlike existing broadcasting systems, the content provider-specific SI uploaded to the SI Collection and Delivery Center do not have the physical constraints of service area and hence the maximum viewer target can be extended to the entire world. In such a use-case, it is certainly not practical to distribute ESG data covering all programs to all users as it would require vast volumes of SI data. Therefore, an optimal approach would be to embed a system to screen the user profile data (such as language and area), user preference data (such as content genres), and terminal attribute information (such as playback file format) and create ESG content in accordance with distribution area and individual user preferences. Such requirement of service provider to support user-specific or area-specific ESG is handled efficiently by User Profile Manager and Setup Manager Components in our architecture. This enables a user to view widely diverse content that was never provided by conventional broadcasting services. This feature is of significant advantage to service provider as there is no need to return the final form of created ESG data to a content provider. Instead, the ESG data can be directly distributed to a user from an SI Collection and Delivery Provider taking full advantage of the IP network.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented novel service architecture to cater content management and delivery to android based hand held devices. Though android has vast potential for content management, existing media management techniques are ineffective to cater services like ESG of IPTV. That said, the paper outlines and addresses efficient delivery of content management services on Android. The proposed architecture envisioned to address key parameters like Extendibility, Efficiency and Security by employing logical interfaces among different frameworks defined. A proof-of-concept extending android platform was illustrated to evaluate the feasibility of this architecture to translate into product deployment. Efficient content management and service delivery being essential to reconcile the characteristics among handheld devices, an efficient functionality based framework classification employed within our architecture also accommodates wide spectrum of applications like PVR and so on. In addition to showing the effectiveness of this approach, we have discussed and investigated several user scenarios to identify the characteristics and competencies required for successful product deployment. A related aim is to inform the scientific community about design in such new environments by providing MSC (Message State Chart), Flow diagrams and best fit design pattern. Finally, evaluation of the said architecture reveals that a successful debut has been made to cater revenue based content management services on Android.
Future work includes support for advertisements and operator specific content aggregation on ESG. It is yet another aim to incorporate gesture based program recommendation based on content information specified by the operator.
